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Abstract. For this study three types of wind models have been defined for simulating surface wind flow in support of
wildland fire management: (1) a uniform wind field (typically acquired from coarse-resolution (,4 km) weather service
forecast models); (2) a newly developed mass-conserving model and (3) a newly developed mass and momentum-
conserving model (referred to as the momentum-conserving model). The technical foundation for the two new modelling

approaches is described, simulated surface wind fields are compared to field measurements, and the sensitivity of the new
model types to mesh resolution and aspect ratio (second type only) is discussed. Both of the newly developed models
assume neutral stability and are designed to be run by casual users on standard personal computers. Simulation times vary

from a few seconds for the mass-conserving model to,1 h for the momentum-conserving model using consumer-grade
computers. Applications for this technology include use in real-time fire spread prediction models to support fire
management activities, mapping local wind fields to identify areas of concern for firefighter safety and exploring best-case

weather scenarios to achieve prescribed fire objectives. Both models performed best on the upwind side and top of terrain
features and had reduced accuracy on the lee side. The momentum-conserving model performed better than the mass-
conserving model on the lee side.
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Introduction

Wind is one of the most influential environmental factors
affecting wildland fire behaviour (Rothermel 1972; Albini

1982; Catchpole et al. 1998). Mechanical channelling and
velocity variations induced by local terrain and vegetation can
have a significant effect on the mean flow field, and can com-

plicate fire behaviour prediction. Traditionally, fire managers
have relied on expert judgment, point measurements or weather
forecasts to estimate local winds (Rothermel 1993; Butler et al.
1998; USDA Forest Service and USDI Bureau of Land

Management 2002); however, these methods can give large
errors in complex terrain. A high-resolutionwindmodel capable
of simulating terrain-modified winds at sub-100-m scales could

significantly benefit fire management.
When considering models that can be used as decision

support tools for operational fire management, several

constraints become evident: (1) minimum level of technical
expertise required (i.e. extensive specialised training not
required); (2) short decision-time-frame (i.e. less than 1 or

2 h); (3) minimum computing hardware (i.e. can be run on
low-cost laptop computers) and (4) fine-scale spatial resolution
(,100 m). These constraints preclude the application of tradi-
tional meteorological modelling methods that include a more

complete set of sub-models describing the broad array of
physical processes pertinent to atmospheric flow. The current
project was organised with the explicit purpose of developing

and testing models that meet these operational constraints.
Ideally, simulation of wildland fires should be linked to the

atmosphere in a coupled fashion through latent and sensible heat

fluxes (Linn et al. 2002; Clark et al. 2004; Mell et al. 2007; Sun
et al. 2009). Sophisticated research tools, such as WRF-Fire
(Coen et al. 2013) and WRF-SFire (Kochanski et al. 2013),
have recently been developed tomodel coupled fire–atmosphere

interactions and are likely to provide new information regarding
the feedbacks of fire on atmospheric flows, and vice versa.
However, these fully coupled models are not likely to be used in

a truly operational sense anytime in the near future because of
their high computational demands, coarse (,4 km) spatial
resolution and the technical expertise required to run themodels.

In order to meet operational constraints, numerical fire spread
models used for real-time incident support in wildfire manage-
ment are typically operated in a decoupled mode (Finney 1998),

such that there is no feedback between the fire and the atmo-
sphere (USDA Forest Service and USDI Bureau of Land
Management 2002; Stratton 2006; Ager et al. 2010; Finney
et al. 2011).
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Two general categories of wind models can be used to
provide input to fire behaviour models: prognostic and diag-
nostic. Prognostic models – such as those used in numerical

weather forecasting – solve conservation equations for mass,
momentum, energy and moisture, and step forward in time.
They commonly incorporate explicit schemes for boundary

layer dynamics, land–atmosphere interactions, radiation, ther-
modynamics and cloud processes. Because of the added physi-
cal processes, prognostic model weather forecasts require

significant computing resources, have complex initial and
boundary conditions, and require highly trained specialists to
run them (Homicz 2002). Such models typically employ hori-
zontal grid resolutions of 4 km or larger and are generally

limited in complex terrain by coordinate system constraints, to
resolutions of greater than ,1 km (Lundquist et al. 2010). At
these resolutions, the terrain-influenced flow effects relevant to

fire spread prediction cannot be captured (Atkinson 1995; Kim
et al. 2000).

Diagnostic or steady-state models predict the wind field at

one instant in time. The result can be used to represent winds
during a quasi-steady or time-averaged period. Diagnostic
models apply conservation of mass, momentum, and energy

singularly or fully to account for terrain effects on an initial flow
field obtained from point measurements or a coarse-scale
weathermodel. As there is no time stepping involved, diagnostic
models usually have much lower computational requirements

than prognostic models. Diagnostic models are commonly used
for disaster response applications where fast computation times
are required and the models are run by casual users with limited

computing resources.
Diagnostic models fall into three categories according to the

amount of physics incorporated. The first and simplest type is

based solely on conservation of mass (Sherman 1978; Davis
et al. 1984; Moussiopoulos and Flassak 1986; Geai 1987; Ross
et al. 1988; Chan and Sugiyama 1997; Montero et al. 1998).
Most of these models attempt to obtain a divergence free flow

while minimising the change from an initial wind field. The
more sophisticated mass-conserving models incorporate empir-
ical parameterisations of phenomena such as non-neutral stabil-

ity, kinematic effects and diurnal forcing (Scire et al. 2000).
The second type of diagnostic model solves a linearised

momentum equation (Jackson and Hunt 1975; Mason and King

1985; Walmsley et al. 1986; Mortensen et al. 1993). A turbu-
lence closure scheme is often included (Mellor and Yamada
1982). Computational times are similar to those of the mass-

conserving models, but non-linear momentum effects in steep
terrain are not represented (Lopes 2003). Dynamic linearised
models and mass-conserving models have been found to give
similar results (Walmsley et al. 1990; Barnard 1991; Finardi

et al. 1993). Homicz (2002) concluded that mass-conserving
models were better suited than linearised models for atmos-
pheric dispersion of hazardous materials in emergency response

scenarios.
The third type of diagnostic model considers conservation of

mass and momentum with some form of turbulence closure

(Raithby et al. 1987; Alm and Nygaard 1995; Apsley and Castro
1997; Maurizi et al. 1998; Uchida and Ohya 1999; Kim et al.

2000; Castro et al. 2003; Lopes 2003; Undheim et al. 2006) and
sometimes conservation of energy (Montavon 1998). One of

the major challenges with these types of models is solving the
fluidised equations of motion under turbulent conditions.

Three general methods have been used to resolve turbulence:

Reynolds averaging of the Navier–Stokes equations (RANS),
large eddy simulation (LES) and direct numerical simulation
(DNS) (Rodi 1997). Simulations using the RANS RNG k-e
turbulence model have been shown to handle non-linear flow
effects, such as recirculation, better than mass-conserving
models (Lopes 2003).

Diagnostic models are limited because of their inability to
simulate evolution of the boundary layer due to transient and
thermal effects. Prognostic models are limited by their require-
ments for significant technical expertise and computing

resources. The coupling of wind flow models (such as the ones
investigated in this study) to downscale coarse meso-scale
numerical model outputs was first demonstrated in the late

1990s (Beaucage et al. 2014). Perhaps such a solution could
be applied to support of wildland fire management.

Typically, wildland fire decision support systems have used

wind data acquired from coarse-scale weather service models.
Such data are used to construct a domain-average wind field
(hereafter termed uniform wind field ). The primary focus of this

presentation is to describe two newly developed diagnostic
models that have been formulated to bridge the gap between
desired wind resolution for firemanagement and the capabilities
of prognostic models (i.e. the source of uniform wind fields).

The two new models correspond to the first and third types
of diagnostic models described above: a mass-conserving
approach (hereafter termed mass conserving) and a mass and

momentum-conserving approach (hereafter termed momentum

conserving). The overall goal of this research is to assess the
capability of the two new models to provide wind predictions in

complex terrain. The specific objectives of this work are to
(1) describe the technical foundations of the mass-conserving
and momentum-conserving models; (2) compare model-
predicted surface wind speeds and directions to existing data-

sets collected during two field campaigns in complex terrain;
and (3) investigate model sensitivity to mesh resolution and
aspect ratio. Comprehensive evaluations of sensitivity of

predicted winds to model input parameters, atmospheric
stability (neutral stability is assumed here) and terrain type are
left for future studies. A companion study compares the results

of fire growth simulations based on the three wind model types
(Forthofer et al. 2014).

Methods

Mass-conserving numerical model

Model description

The mass-conserving model seeks to minimise the change
from an initial wind field while conserving mass (Sasaki 1958,
1970a, 1970b). The function to minimise is constructed using
the square of the difference between the adjusted and initial

winds:

Eðu1; u2; u3Þ ¼
Z
O

a21ðu1 � û1Þ2 þ a21ðu2 � û2Þ2 þ a22ðu3 � û3Þ2
h i

dO

ð1Þ
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The computational domain is denoted byO, a1 and a2 are the
Gauss precision moduli, u1, u2 and u3 are the velocity compo-
nents in the x1 (positive to east), x2 (positive to north), and x3
(positive upward) directions. The initial values of velocity are
û1, û2 and û3. The minimum value of E(u1, u2, u3) will give the
minimal change from the initial velocity field in a least-squares

sense. The Gauss precision moduli control the relative amount
of change induced by the model in the horizontal and vertical
directions. A value of 1 for both ûmoduli was used in this work,

which creates a situation (numerically) in which the change in
flow can occur equally in the horizontal and vertical directions,
which is representative of neutral atmospheric conditions.

Theminimisation of Eqn 1 is subject to the constraint that the

resulting wind field must conserve mass:

Hðu1; u2; u3Þ ¼ @ui
@xi

¼ 0 ð2Þ

where i¼ 1, 2, 3 and Einstein summation notation is used.

Using Lagrange multiplier theory, the problem becomes one
of minimising the modified functional:

Fðu1; u2; u3; lÞ ¼ Eðu1; u2; u3Þ þ
Z
O

lHðu1; u2; u3ÞdO

¼
Z
O

a21ðu1 � û1Þ2 þ a21ðu2 � û2Þ2 þ a22ðu3 � û3Þ2 þ l
@ui
@xi

� �
dO

ð3Þ

Here, l(x1, x2, x3) is a Lagrange multiplier. The minimum

of (3) is found from the solution of the associated Euler–
Lagrange equations:

u1 ¼ û1 þ 1

2a21

@l
@x1

; u2 ¼ û2 þ 1

2a21

@l
@x2

;

u3 ¼ û3 þ 1

2a22

@l
@x3

;
@ui
@xi

¼ 0 ð4Þ

which are subject to the boundary condition:

ld~V �~n ¼ 0 on G ð5Þ

whereG is the bounding surface of the domain (~V ¼ ðu1; u2; u3Þ),
~n is the outward unit vector normal to the bounding surface of the
domain and d~V is the first variation of the velocity.

The Euler–Lagrange equations (Eqn 4) are reduced to one

equation by taking the partial derivatives of the first three
equations (with respect to x1, x2 and x3) and substituting into
the last equation (Eqn 5). To simplify notation, let a2¼ a1

2/a2
2

where a1¼ a2¼ 1. The result is an elliptic partial differential

equation for l:

@2l
@x21

þ @2l
@x22

þ a2
@2l
@x23

¼ �2
@ûi
@xi

� �
ð6Þ

Once the l(x1, x2, x3) field is found, the adjusted wind
velocities are computed from Eqn 4. The boundary condition

used on ‘open’ or ‘flow-through’ boundaries is l¼ 0. This
implies that the normal derivative in general is not zero,

which gives a non-zero adjustment to the normal velocity
(see Eqn 4). In the non-normal directions, the derivative is
zero so no adjustment is made to those components of

velocity. A Neumann condition is imposed at the ground
boundary, that is, ð@lÞ=ð@~nÞ ¼ 0. This implies that the velocity
normal to the ground surface is not adjusted from its initial

value. As the velocity at the ground nodes is initialised to
zero, the adjusted velocity is also zero thereby creating an
‘impermeable’ boundary.

The numerical solution to Eqn 6 is obtained using finite
element techniques as described in, for example, Thompson
(2005). The elliptic Poisson’s equation for l is written in a weak
form andGalerkin’smethod is used. The resulting finite element

equations form a system of coupled, linear, algebraic equations
that are solved using a conjugate gradient method with Jacobi
preconditioning (Barrett et al. 1994). The elliptic equation is

solved on a terrain-following coordinate system consisting of
layers of hexahedral cells that grow vertically with height.

Mass- and momentum-conserving numerical model

Model description

The momentum-conserving model uses the commercial

computational fluid dynamics (CFD) code Fluent (see www.
fluent.com, accessed 1 February 2006) to simulate wind flow
over terrain. The fluid is considered to be steady, viscous,

incompressible and turbulent. Geometry effects of the terrain
are assumed to dominate the local flow field. The fluid density
is constant at 1.225 kg m�3 so there is no buoyancy term in

the vertical momentum equation and therefore the energy
equation is not solved. Air temperature is set to 300K and the
diagnostic models assume neutral stability. Coriolis effects are
neglected. The Reynolds averaging procedure is applied to the

Navier–Stokes equations and the resulting mass and momentum
equations are:

@ui
@xi

¼ 0 ð7Þ

@ðruiujÞ
@xj

¼ � @p

@xi
þ @

@xj
m

@ui
@xj

þ @uj
@xi

� �� �
þ @

@xj
ð�ru0iu0jÞ ð8Þ

where i, j¼ 1, 2, 3, ui and uj, are the time-averaged velocity
components in the i and j coordinate directions, ui

0 and uj
0 are

the velocity perturbations in the i and j directions, p is pressure,
r is density, m is laminar viscosity and Einstein summation
notation is used. The Reynolds stresses (�ru0iu

0
j) are modelled

using the Boussinesq hypothesis (Boussinesq 1877). Turbulence
is modelled using the RNG k� e turbulence model (Yakhot
and Orszag 1986).

The governing partial differential equations are discretised
using the finite volume method to produce a set of coupled,
linear equations. Second-order central differencing is used
for all diffusion terms and a second-order upwind scheme is

used for the advection terms. Pressure–velocity coupling is
achieved using the SIMPLEC (Vandoormaal and Raithby
1984) algorithm. The equations are solved in a segregated

way, using a point implicit solver (Gauss–Seidel) with an
algebraic multi-grid method.
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The discretised equations are solved on an unstructured,
collocated numerical grid (Kim and Boysan 1999; Stangroom
2004). Two types of meshing schemes were used in this work:

(1) a hexahedral mesh with vertical stretching of cells with height
above the ground and (2) a hybrid mesh consisting of several
layers of prismatic cells near the ground and tetrahedral cells

above that grow in size with increasing height above the ground.
The boundary conditions at inlet surfaces are described by

velocity boundary layer profiles that are a function of height

above the ground. The functional forms used are similar to those
recommended by Richards and Hoxey (1993):

U ¼ u�
K
ln

z

z0

� �
ð9Þ

k ¼ u2�ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Cm

p ð10Þ

e ¼ u3�
Kz

ð11Þ

where U is horizontal velocity, K is the Von Karman constant
(0.41), z is height above the ground, z0 is surface roughness
length, k is the turbulent kinetic energy and Cm is a constant

equal to 0.0845. The friction velocity (u*) is computed as:

u� ¼ KUh

lnð h
z0
Þ ð12Þ

where Uh is the input wind velocity at some height above the

ground h.
As the boundaries of the rectangular numerical grids used

may or may not be parallel or perpendicular to the input wind
direction, there can be one or two inlet boundaries. These inlet

boundaries have a velocity magnitude equal to U in the appro-
priate direction. If the input direction aligns with the boundaries,
there will be one inlet boundary, two side boundaries and one

outlet boundary. If the input direction is oblique to the bound-
aries, two inlet boundaries and two outlet boundaries are used.
Allowing wind directions not parallel or perpendicular to the

boundary surfaces permits use of the same grid formultiplewind
directions. Side and top boundaries use symmetry conditions
where the normal velocity component is set to zero and
the normal gradients of all other variables are set to zero. The

boundary condition on outlet surfaces consists of setting the
static (gauge) pressure to zero and the reference pressure to
101 325 Pa. In this Fluent solver, the hydrostatic pressure

component is taken into the body force term, but because we
are assuming constant density, it is zero. All other values
are extrapolated from the interior of the domain.

A no-slip condition is specified at the ground boundary
assuming the surface is aerodynamically rough by using a loga-
rithmic relationship to bridge the gap between the surface and the

inertial sub-layer. For micro-scale atmospheric simulations, the
following relationship is normally used in the near wall cell:

Up ¼ u�
K
ln

zp

z0

� �
ð13Þ

Here, Up is the velocity at the centre of cell p of the near
wall cell and zp is the distance from the ground to the cell centre.
In Fluent, however, the following relationship is used for fully

rough walls:

UpC
1=4
m k1=2

tw=r
¼ 1

K
ln

EzpðrC1=4
m k1=2Þm�1

1þ CsKsðrC1=4
m k1=2Þm�1

 !
ð14Þ

Here tw is the wall shear stress, E is an empirical constant
(= 9.793), Cs is a roughness constant, and Ks is a roughness
height. As u� ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
tw=r

p
and in an equilibrium turbulent bound-

ary layer u� ¼ C1=4
m k1=2, Eqn 14 can be rearranged to a form that

resembles Eqn 13. To do this, the term mðrC1=4
m k1=2Þ�1

is
assumed to be zero. The approximation is reasonable because

this term is small compared to the other terms for atmospheric
flows. The resulting equation is:

Up ¼ u�
K
ln

Ezp

CsKs

� �
ð15Þ

So, if Cs¼E and Ks¼ z0 and, then Eqns 13 and 15 are
equivalent giving the usual atmospheric boundary layer wall

condition.
The boundary condition for k at the wall is ð@kÞ=ð@~nÞ ¼ 0 if

n is the direction normal to the wall. The production of turbulent
kinetic energy at the wall-adjacent cells (Gk) is computed

assuming local equilibrium between turbulence production
and dissipation. The production of k is computed as:

Gk ¼ tw
tw

KrC1=4
m k

1=2
p zp

ð16Þ

and ep is computed from:

ep ¼
C3=4
m k3=2p

Kzp
ð17Þ

Note that the ep transport equation is not solved in the near
wall cells, but directly computed from Eqn 17. Surface rough-
ness length is constant over the entire domain. Additional
information on the equations used can be found in ‘Fluent

User’s Guide’ (www.fluent.com).
As configured for this study, both models assume a neutrally

stable atmosphere. This is a reasonable approximation for the

high-wind conditions often associated with quickly spreading
wildfires where there is sufficient mixing within the boundary
layer, such that thermal effects (e.g. moisture transport, solar

heating and cooling in the context of non-neutral stability)
can be ignored (Byram and Nelson 1974; Parkinson 1987;
Stangroom 2004). Additional model details can be found in

Forthofer (2007).

Model evaluations with observed data

Few datasets exist in the literature for validating high-resolution
wind models in complex terrain. The Askervein Hill data
(Taylor and Teunissen 1983, 1985) were chosen because they

constitute one of the only datasets reported in the archival lite-
rature at the spatial resolution relevant to fire management in
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complex terrain. The Waterworks Hill data (Bradshaw 2004)
were chosen as the second dataset for evaluations in this work
because they represent wind flow over slightly more complex

topography measured by a dense array of surface wind sensors
for a locationwith essentially flat terrain upwind of the hill along
the prevailing wind direction, and available upwind measure-

ments of the approach flow at a permanent monitoring station.
Surface wind speed and direction were chosen as the metrics for
evaluation in this study because they are the primary data used

by typical operational fire spread models (Rothermel 1972;
Finney 1998).

A single flow event was selected from each observed dataset
for model evaluation. Diagnostic models predict the spatial

variability in the winds resulting from mechanical effects of
the underlying terrain on the flow field. Thus, it is the reproduc-
ibility of the spatial variability in a given flow field at some

snapshot in time that is of interest in this study. The specific
wind events were chosen because they were periods with
sustained strong wind speeds that are often associated with the

most active fire behaviour.
Preliminary simulations identified some key model para-

meters that were examined in a sensitivity analysis. A more

thorough sensitivity analysis was done for the mass-conserving
model than the momentum-conserving model because the
momentum-conserving model uses commercial code with
well-established guidance on most parameters (www.fluent.

com). Themass-conservingmodelwas developed by the authors.

Askervein Hill: data description

Askervein Hill (57811.3130N, 7822.3600W) is 116m high and

is surrounded by flat terrain that averages 8 m above sea level
with low vegetative cover. Measurements were collected 10 m
above ground level from more than 50 measurement towers
spaced nominally 100m apart along three transects (Fig. 1). The

reported 10-min average wind speed and direction data were
averaged over 3 h to more closely match the modelling
approaches followed in this study. The datasets used were

identified as MF03-D and TU03B (Taylor and Teunissen
1985) and correspond to an average flow of 8.9 m s�1 from a
direction of 2108 at a reference site ,3 km upstream from the

hill. The atmospheric stability was near neutral (average
Richardson numbers of�0.0110–�0.0074). The ground rough-
ness length was estimated at z0¼ 0.03 m (Taylor and Teunissen

1987). Elevation data consisted of ‘Map B’ in Walmsley and
Taylor (1996) at 23-m horizontal spatial resolution and the
domain size was ,6 km on a side.

Askervein Hill mass-conserving configuration. The

computational mesh measured 6 km in both the north–south
and east–west directions, with the hill located approximately
in the centre. The top of the computational domain was 1000 m

above sea level.
The simulation domain was initialised using information

from the vertical velocity profile data measured at the upstream

reference site. A power lawEqn 18was used because it provided
a better fit (R2¼ 0.999) to the data than the standard logarithmic
profile (R2¼ 0.984) Eqn 9 (Fig. 2).

U ¼ 5:3792z0:2113 ð18Þ

In this equation, U is the velocity and z is the height above
the ground.

A base case simulation was done using the model parameters
shown in Table 1. Additionally, several other simulations were

done to show model sensitivity to some important model
parameters (Table 2). These points are discussed in the follow-
ing results.

Askervein Hill momentum-conserving configuration. Two
grids of differing resolution were evaluated; each consisted of
structured hexahedral cells in a terrain-following layered con-

figuration with vertical stretching (Table 3). The near ground
layer in both grids was 1 m tall.

Line A

Line AA
Line B

N

Fig. 1. Contour map of Askervein Hill showing locations of Lines A, AA

and B. The elevation contour interval is 5 m.
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Measured velocity

Power law profile

log profile

H
ei

gh
t (

m
)

Velocity (m s�1)

Fig. 2. Comparison of wind velocities with a logarithmic (Eqn 9)

(R2¼ 0.984) and power law (Eqn 18) (R2¼ 0.999) equation at the upstream

reference site at Askervein Hill on semi-log axes.
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Waterworks Hill: data description

Wind speeds were measured on Waterworks Hill

(46853.4500N, 113859.3850W) near Missoula, MT (Bradshaw
2004).WaterworksHill is,200m tall and has an essentially flat
upwind fetch to thewest of over 10 km (Fig. 3). It is coveredwith
8–30 cm-tall vegetation composed primarily of bunch grasses

and forbs. Seven 3.05 m-tall temporary towers recorded 30 min
average wind speed and direction. Estimated error in wind
direction was �158 based on past experience with similar

sensors. Additionally, an existing wind tower in the drainage
to the east of the hill was used. This tower, called the ‘Tulip
Tower’, also was 3.05 m tall. Data from a National Weather
Service (NWS) sensor located at theMissoulaAirport (elevation

975 m) ,8 km to the west-north-west of Waterworks Hill was
also used. Two-minute averaged wind speeds measured at the
airport tower during a cold front passage for a period of 3 h were

consistently between 9.4 m s�1 (10 m above ground level) and
10.3 m s�1 from the west. This corresponded to a Pasquill–
Turner stability class D (Turner 1964), which is neutral. The

domain size used was ,21� 16 km and extended 5 km above
sea level (,4000 m above ground level) with elevation data at
30-m resolution (USGS 2006) for all simulations.

Waterworks Hill mass-conserving configuration. Four
simulations with differing mesh characteristics were performed
for the Waterworks Hill data (Table 4). Data from a NWS
surface wind sensor at the Missoula Airport were fit to a

logarithmic velocity profile (Eqn 9), which was used to initialise
the flow calculation. The surface roughness length (z0) was
estimated at 0.02 m based on the vegetation (Wieringa 1993).

The reference velocity used in the logarithmic profile was
adjusted until the simulation matched the velocity measured at
the Missoula Airport NWS sensor (i.e. 9.8 m s�1 from 2708 at a
height of 10 m). The final reference velocity was 8.6 m s�1 from
2708, 3.05 m above the ground. All simulations used a vertical
cell growth of 30%, single-point quadrature integration, and
iterated to a residual tolerance of 0.1.

Waterworks Hill momentum-conserving configuration. Two
simulations were conducted with different horizontal grid
resolutions for the momentum-conserving model evaluations

for Waterworks Hill (Table 3). Each grid had eight layers of
prismatic cells adjacent to the ground and tetrahedral cells
above. The cell sizes grew with height above the ground. The

near wall cell height of the coarse grid was 12m and the fine grid
was 5 m. Data from the NWS tower were used to initialise the
simulations with a logarithmic velocity profile.

Results and discussion

Askervein Hill: mass-conserving simulation

Simulated velocity values using the base case parameters were
within 30% of the measured values everywhere, except in the

lee of the hill where errors up to 150% were found (Fig. 4). At
the worst location, the measured velocity was 3.2 m s�1 com-
pared to a simulated value of 8 m s�1. All simulated wind

Table 1. Mass-conserving model base case parameters used for

Askervein Hill simulations

Residual tolerance 0.1

Number of quadrature points 1

Horizontal resolution (m) 40

Number of vertical cells 20, growth rate 30%

Cell aspect ratio 23

Table 2. Variations on mass-conserving model base case parameters

for Askervein Hill simulations

Number of quadrature points 27 (at horizontal resolution of 120 m)

Horizontal resolution (m) 23, 60, 120

Number of vertical cells 15, 30, 35, growth rate 30%

Cell aspect ratio 590, 983

Table 3. Momentum-conserving model parameters used for Asker-

vein Hill and Waterworks Hill simulations

Askervein Hill Waterworks Hill

Horizontal

resolution (m)

Total cells Horizontal

resolution (m)

Total cells

40 500 000 80 842 000

23 2 000 000 23 1 529 000

Tower measurement
locations

Fig. 3. Topographic map of Waterworks Hill and surrounding area. The

west-most tower is theMissoula Airport tower and the east-most tower is the

Tulip Tower. The other 10 towers are located on the actual hill. The elevation

contour interval is 20 m.

Table 4. Mass-conserving model mesh parameters for the Water-

works Hill simulations

Number of

vertical cells

Horizontal cell

size (m)

Largest

aspect ratio

Grid 1 30 50 157

Grid 2 30 60 166

Grid 3 30 100 288

Grid 4 20 200 37
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directions were within 228 of measured (Fig. 5) with an average
error of 10.1 and the largest errors on the lee side of the hill.

The poor performance of the mass-conserving model on the

lee side of the hill should not be surprising. Lopes (2003) found
similar results for his mass-conserving model applied to the
same data. He proposed that the error was due to the kinematic
nature of the model, which we interpret as indicating the lack of

any explicit accounting of the forces causing the fluid motions.
A conservation of momentum equation is the standard method
of accounting for these forces, and is obviously not included in

our mass-conserving model. Apparently the error from exclud-
ing this in the simulation is largest on the lee side of terrain
features and smaller in other areas. This may be due to the

importance of an adverse pressure gradient or turbulence effects
on the lee side, which may be less important on the upwind and
top of the hill.

Although large errors were found on the lee side of the hill,
the overall trend in wind speed (i.e. speed-up over the ridge top
and reduced speeds on the lee side) was captured by the mass-
conserving model. Model accuracy was best on the upstream

and top of the hill. Mean flow decelerates on lee slopes due to
turbulence induced by the vortices formed as the wind moves

over the hill. Users should be aware of the limitations of this

model on the lee side of terrain features and use caution when
interpreting the model results there. An area of future research
could be to improve themodel accuracy on the lee side of terrain

features. An example of how this might be done is described by
Brown et al. (2009), who used empirical parameterisation of
wake flows behind buildings in a mass-conserving model to

simulate flow in urban areas for emergency response.
The sensitivity to horizontal resolution and quadrature point

integration accuracy was examined. Variation of the horizontal

resolution over the range of 23.4–120mdoes not seem to change
the wind speeds, indicating that these resolutions were adequate
for this terrain feature (Fig. 6a). Gaussian quadrature was used
in the finite element simulation to perform volume integrals

over the elements. The more Gauss points in the integration, the
more accurate the element volume integration. No significant
increase in overall simulation accuracy was obtained with 27

Gauss points compared to just one Gauss point for the base case
simulation (Fig. 6a).

In all simulation domains, a vertically stretched grid was

used such that the vertical dimension of the computational cells
increased at a rate of 30% per vertical cell. A sensitivity analysis
was performed on vertical resolution by varying the number of
vertical cells (Fig. 6b). For domains with 15 and 20 layers the

wind speeds were identical and gave reasonable results. As the
number of layers increased to 30 and 35, accuracy decreased.
The reason for the decrease in accuracy was believed to be

related to cell quality issues, because as the vertical resolution is
increased and the horizontal resolution stays constant, the cell
aspect ratio increases. Fig. 6c compares two different simula-

tions with very high cell aspect ratios and shows the trend of
increasing vertical cell resolution (increasing cell aspect ratio)
givingworse results. It is well documented that poor cell quality,

such as very high aspect ratio, can result in poor interpolation
accuracy, discretisation error and poor condition number of the
global stiffness matrix in finite element solutions (Thompson
et al. 1999) and this is likely the problem here. Based on this

analysis, cell aspect ratios are recommended to be less than 400.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of measured and simulated wind velocities using the

mass-conserving model for Askervein Hill. Distances are in relation to

reference lines identified in Fig. 1.
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the mass-conserving model for flow over Askervein Hill along line A for

the base case input variable set. Distances are in relation to reference

lines identified in Fig. 1.
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Askervein Hill: momentum-conserving simulation

Fig. 7a–c shows two momentum-conserving model simulations
of different horizontal resolution compared with wind speed
data. Both simulations produced wind speeds that were within

10% of the measured values except on the lee side of the hill
where the errors were as high as 32%. All simulated directions
were within 178 of measured (Fig. 8). The average error was
88 and the largest error occurred on the lee side of the hill. This
result should be expected because this is the most difficult area
to simulate due to inadequacies of the type of turbulence model
used here (Kim and Boysan 1999). The increased accuracy of

the speed prediction from the momentum-conserving model
over the mass-conserving model on the lee side of the hill (32 v.
150% error for the mass-conserving model) is certainly an

advantage of this model and it might be preferred if lee side flow
is considered important for the particular situation.

Waterworks Hill: mass-conserving simulation

Figs 9 and 10 compare mass-conserving simulations of
differing resolution with measurements from Waterworks

Hill. It is evident that a mesh-insensitive solution was not
reached for this site as there were differences of up to 28%
between the finest grid (Grid 1) and the next finest grid (Grid 2).
Unfortunately, limitations in computer memory did not allow

finer grid simulations. The difference in grid independence here

compared with the Askervein Hill simulations may be related to
the slightly more complex topography. Apparently grid limita-
tions are common in these types of wind simulations. Stangroom

(2004) states that true grid independence is unlikely tobe achieved
in wind engineering problems, but that useful information is
possible even from grid-dependent simulations. Lundquist et al.
(2010) suggest the potential for grid independencewith complex
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Fig. 7. Comparison of measured and simulated wind velocities from

momentum-conserving model simulations of Askervein Hill. Distances
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sub-grid-scale modifications to the turbulence modelling
schema.

The simulations consistently under-predicted the velocity at
higher wind speed locations (generally near the top of the hill)

(Fig. 9). Four possible reasons for this are hypothesised: (1) the
atmosphere was not actually neutrally stable; (2) the input
vertical velocity profile was incorrect (i.e. the logarithmic

profile is usually only valid in the surface layer, which is
,100 m above the ground in a neutral atmosphere, but in these

simulations it was extended to the top of the domain); (3) terrain

features upwind of theMissoula Airport reference site may have
disturbed the flow measured at this tower (the terrain is flat for
,10 km upwind of the tower, but further upwind a large

mountain range exists); and (4) local surface roughness features,
which can significantly affect the flow field near the surface,
were not captured by the uniform surface roughness that was

assumed for the simulations. Any of these factors could have
acted separately or together to produce the under-predictions
near the hill top.

All simulations over-predicted the wind speeds at the east-
ernmost sensor point (Tulip Tower), with Grids 2 and 3 having
the largest errors – 54 and 52% (Fig. 9). This tower is located at
the bottom of the drainage to the east of Waterworks Hill, in an

area of scattered trees and buildings. As the wind simulations
assumed a uniform ground roughness value everywhere and did
not account for the buildings and trees, it is unlikely that the

model could have accurately simulated the Tulip Tower data.
Another possibility for the over-prediction is that momentum
effects on the lee of the hill produced the measured low wind

speeds. Such effects are not accounted for in the model.
All simulated wind directions were within 288 of the mea-

sured values, except for one location where the largest differ-
ence was 628 (Fig. 10). This was at the most southern station

shown in Fig. 3. It is not obvious why such a large discrepancy
occurred here, and one possibility is that the sensor was not
correctly oriented towards north when placed. Predicted wind

direction of the other stations was on the order of one to two
times the estimated uncertainty in the measured wind directions
(i.e. �158).

Waterworks Hill: momentum-conserving simulation

The two mesh resolutions produced similar results for
wind speed (Fig. 11). Both the coarse and fine simulations
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under-predicted the speeds at the higher elevation towers.
Reasons for this under-prediction may be the same as hypothe-
sised for the mass-conserving model simulations. The largest

error of 33.9% occurred at the eastern most station (Tulip
Tower), as in the mass-conserving simulations. Again, rough-
ness effects may have affected measurements here. Also, as was

shown in the Askervein simulations, the comparison suggests
that lee side locations are the most difficult to predict, again
likely because of turbulence model deficiencies.

The fine and coarse grids produced wind directions that were
within 288 of the measured values for all locations but one, the
southernmost station, where the simulated winds were 618
greater than measured (Fig. 12). As mentioned before, this
station may have been oriented incorrectly when placed.

Mass-conserving v. momentum-conserving results

Both models performed reasonably well on the upwind side and
top of the terrain features investigated. Reduced accuracy was

observed in both models on the lee sides, although the
momentum-conserving model performed better than the mass-
conserving model. This difference is due to a more complete
handling of momentum and turbulence in the model equations.

Fire managers simulating wind where lee side areas are
important should be aware of the limitations of the models here
and the differences in model capabilities.

Lopes (2003) also investigated both a momentum-conserving
model and a mass-conserving model and reported that on the lee
side of Askervein Hill, the momentum-conserving model more

closely matched measurements. However, in his other simula-
tions of more complex terrain, the momentum-conserving
results did not show any improvement over themass-conserving

model. This was attributed to a poor description of the approach
flow compared to the Askervein Hill data, and possibly inaccu-
rate characterisation of location terrain features and surface

roughness in the complex terrain simulations. Chow and Street
(2009) reached the same conclusion using a state-of-the-art,
high-order, sub-grid-scale turbulence model. In some applica-

tions, such as support of wildland fire management, the
approach flow may not be known very accurately, which could
negate the apparent increased accuracy of a momentum-

conserving model. Further model comparisons in more complex
terrain (greater elevation differences, steeper slopes, multiple
adjacent terrain features) would give better insight into this

issue. The mass-conserving model computes wind fields in
seconds to a few minutes, whereas the momentum-conserving
model takes 30 to 90 min per simulation on typical laptop
computers using one CPU (2 GHz, 3 GB RAM).

Overall, there appears to be a clockwise bias to the direction
predictions for both models across the two datasets. One
possibility for this bias is that terrain features upstream of the

measurement location and outside of the simulation domain
generated consistent downstream flow characteristics that were
not captured by the modelling approach taken here. Regardless,

it is difficult to reach any conclusionwithout further comparison
against additional datasets, of which few if any exist.

Conclusions

The mathematical foundations of two diagnostic models for
predicting surface wind flow at very high spatial resolutions

were presented and model-simulated surface winds were
compared against two field datasets collected from low eleva-
tion hills.

Simulated speeds from the momentum-conserving model
were within 32 and 10% of measured values on the lee and
windward sides of the terrain features. The results suggest that

the model is most accurate in simulating upslope and hill crest
flow. Clearly, such models could be very useful for simulating
wind flow in complex terrain in support of wildland fire
management. Further case studies in terrain of higher complexity

would be useful in determining the model accuracy.
The mass-conserving model produced wind speeds within

30% of measured values for locations other than the lee side of

terrain obstructions, where errors reached 150%. The increased
error on the lee side of terrain obstacles was most likely due to
the model not explicitly incorporating a momentum equation.

Simulations in steeper, more rugged terrain would be expected
to give less accurate results. Ultimately, ‘acceptable accuracy’
must be determined by the user and will depend on the specific

application. However, as also concluded by Lopes (2003),
numerical tools such as the two described here should at least
give fire managers information on the relative wind character-
istics associated with different terrain locations.

As fire management decision time frames are short and
simulation times for the momentum-conserving model are
,60 times slower, the mass-conserving model may be more

useful and practical. The trade-off may be loss of some accuracy,
especially in thewake region of a terrain feature. In some cases it
may be impossible to quantify the approach flow sufficiently to

improve accuracy over a mass-conserving modelling approach
by incorporation of a momentum solution. Mass-conserving
model predictions could likely be improved without sacrificing
computational requirements if available meso-scale forecast
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data were used for initialisation. Such a combination could
account for both the meso-scale meteorology and the local
terrain effects (Petersen et al. 1997; Beaucage et al. 2014).

The analysis presented here assumes steady-state conditions
and neutral stability, and was performed on what can be charac-
terised as gently rolling terrain. The results suggest that either

surface wind modelling method could contribute to improved
accuracy in wildland fire management decisions using minimal
computing resources, little advanced training and short simula-

tion time.
Future work will include evaluations for different types of

complex terrain features under a range of metrological condi-
tions, further exploration of the dependence of simulation

accuracy on mesh resolution and evaluation of the utility of
these models for dynamically downscaling winds from
meso-scale weather models (N. S. Wagenbrenner, B. K. Lamb,

J. M. Forthofer, K. S. Shannon and B. W. Butler, unpubl. data).
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